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For someone just coming into the world of cyclesports, the terminology, concepts and history can be baffling. Thanks to Tom Bromley, all will be made clear.
PEZ Bookshelf: Bespoke: A Guide to Cycle-Speak & Saddle Slang
The Guardian is marking its 200th birthday with a series of articles, a festival of online events and a new brand campaign ...
The Guardian celebrates 200 extraordinary years
Its award-winning straight bourbon is made with 80% organically-grown New York State corn and 20% English malted barley ... you know this is a limited-edition whiskey and a highly coveted bottle.
A Whiskey Writer Reveals His Absolute Favorite Small Batch Bourbons
Crown, an imprint of the Random House Publishing Group, will publish 1000 YEARS OF JOYS AND SORROWS, the highly anticipated memoir from Ai Weiwei, one of the world’s most important living artists, on ...
Penguin Random House: Crown to Publish Ai Weiwei’s Memoir 1000 YEARS OF JOYS AND SORROWS in November
An early American issue of mysterious origin listed in the Red Book, the 1784-dated Washington “Ugly Head” or “Washington the Great” token from Partrick’s collection sold for $72,000.
Market Analysis: ‘Ugly Head’ or ‘Washington the Great’
Due to their different doctrinal positions, the various Syriac-using Churches of the Middle East have generally been understood as rivals to each other, with separate histories that can be studied in ...
The Interconnected Histories of the Syriac Churches in the Sixteenth Century
Between 1920 and 2020, the average human life span doubled. How did we do it? Science mattered — but so did activism.
How Humanity Gave Itself an Extra Life
Knopf of "A Whole World ... origins have another important local angle. Also-famous Stonington poet J.D. McClatchy, a dear friend of Merrill's, was at the time of his own death working on an ...
'A Whole World' is a new book of poet James Merrill's letters
Wouldn't it be great to work on a project about elderly female cooks around the world? She called Iska ... and Lupton learned more about their own origins. Lupton's grandmother, Margit, or ...
The grandmothers around the world sharing their best recipes
Why do some nations refer to their countries as their ‘fatherland’ and some as their ‘motherland’? And does it make a difference in their patriotism? On social media sites, one occasionally comes ...
The genders of nationalism
Eric Hobsbawm's work spanned everything from jazz to the history of banditry, in thousands of texts he wrote in several languages. A new project has brought together his writings in a searchable ...
Uncovering the Many Eric Hobsbawms
Ai Weiwei's "astonishing" and long-awaited memoir 1000 Years of Joys and Sorrows will be published by The Bodley Head on 2nd November 2021 with a cover designed by the artist himself. It will be ...
Publication date set for Ai Weiwei's 'astonishing' memoir
The Tribeca Film Festival for 2021 has unveiled its full lineup of features on Tuesday, and among them are two documentaries in the Spotlight section on musician Rick James and TV personality Anthony ...
Tribeca Festival Lineup Includes Documentaries on Rick James and Anthony Bourdain
“Source investigation is important to identify origins and transmissions of viral ... 29% speak a language other than English and 43% are under 30 years old. Two new studies suggest that the ...
April 12 coronavirus news
Much mystery—and controversy—surrounds the origins of the Japanese people. Before the end of World War II, it was generally believed ... The government that Yoritomo founded at Kamakura is known in ...
Japanese Culture: Fourth Edition
From an actor's alleged cannibalism leanings to an assumed-heritage scandal and an A-lister's fiancé being accused of cheating with a Bravo star, there hasn't been a dull moment in the world of ...
Lil Nas X's 'Satan shoes,' more shocking celeb controversies of 2021
The NYC festival will celebrate its 20th anniversary with a batch of new feature films, plus selections from last year's cancelled event.
Tribeca 2021 Unveils Features Lineup: Anthony Bourdain Doc, Plus New Work from Ilana Glazer and Bing Liu
Harper had planned an edition of 1,500 copies. Eugene Exman inThe Brothers ... The conflagration which raged unchecked on the night the English troops first took their quarters in... The players by ...
A History of the American Theatre from Its Origins to 1832
This week, that album returns in a fancy new 8 CD deluxe edition, featuring the usual extras ... pain to discover the role of pain.” The World War II vet earned his bachelors and masters in ...
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